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Details of Bayesian optimization
We explored the number of layers in {2,3,4,5}. For each layer, we explore the number of neurons between 16 and 128, and the
dropout rate between 0.0 and 0.5. We use the Adam optimizer and search the learning rate between 10−5 and 10−1. 80% of
the sample are used for training and 20% are left to measure performance. The batch size is fixed to be 256. As a result of
500 trials, we find that the best architecture is i) 4 layers, ii) numbers of neurons are (117,85,69,69), iii) dropout rates are
(.38, .42, .25, .16). All the Bayesian optimization is implemented via Optuna1.

List of input variables used in the main analyses

Table 1 summarizes the variables used in the main analysis. The combined dataset is available from2. The categorical variables
are one-hot coded. All the variables are normalized to be mean zero and standard deviation one before entering neural networks.

SHAP analyses on other schools
The SHAP analyses can be performed on individual schools to derive institution-specific insights. In figure 1, we provide
results on the selected sample schools used in the main text (other than Cal Tech and Stanford, which are already displayed in
the main text).

Citation as research output
Analyses in the main text employ publication counts as the output measure of research activities. One can instead quantify
research output using citation counts, which may better proxy the “impact” of research activities. Somewhat surprisingly, the
estimated per-citation cost does not exhibit qualitative difference from the results based on the per-publication cost. Figure 2
shows the core results based on the citation counts.

Aggregation over years
One caveat of mapping between the cost information and output measures is that publication typically arrives with a delay from
investment to research output. While it is difficult to fully address this issue since the delay drastically varies across fields and
types of research, one remedy often adopted in the literature is to aggregate costs and productions across multiple years3. In
figure 3 and 4, we show that 2- and 4-year aggregation do not lead to any substantial difference in the results.
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Variable Type Description Source
log_total_cost Continuous Total cost (budget) for an institution in a given year IPEDS
sector Categorical Public / Private non-profit / Private for profit IPEDS
state Categorical State where the school is located IPEDS
year Categorical Academic year IPEDS
log_degrees Continuous Total number of bachelor’s degrees awarded (in log scale) IPEDS
log_master_degrees Continuous Total number of master’s degrees awarded (in log scale) IPEDS
log_doctor_degrees Continuous Total number of doctoral degrees awarded (in log scale) IPEDS
log_papers Continuous Count of total publications (in log scale) MAG
log_citation_per_paper∗ Continuous Count of total citations divided by total publications (in log scale) MAG
log_k_median_nozero Continuous Median graduate earnings in 2014 Mobility Report
paper_ratio∗ Continuous Ratio of publications in each field MAG
hbcu, hsi Binary Historically black college / Hispanic serving school IPEDS
medical Binary Whether the school grants medical degrees IPEDS
hospital Binary Whether the school has a hospital IPEDS
f ed_grant_pct Continuous % of students receiving federal grants IPEDS
state_grant_pct Continuous % of students receiving state grants IPEDS
inst_grant_pct Continuous % of students receiving institutional grants IPEDS
grad_rate_150_p Continuous % of students graduating within 150 percent of normal time IPEDS
instr_sal_as_pct_instrtot Continuous Share of total instructional expenditures for salaries and wages IPEDS
satmt25, satmt75 Continuous SAT Math 25th / 75th percentile score IPEDS
satvr25, satvr75 Continuous SAT Verbal 25th / 75th percentile score IPEDS
f t_ f aculty_per_100 f te Continuous Full-time faculty per 100 students IPEDS
is_la Binary Whether the school is liberal-arts college US News

Table 1. Variables Used in the Main Analyses. If the Type is in bold, one was added prior to taking the logarithm (if
applicable). The variables that end with * are using * as a wildcard that signifies all of the MAG top-level fields (e.g., Computer
Science, History , etc.
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(a) Research of Amherst (b) Education of Amherst

(c) Research of Villanova (d) Education of Villanova

(e) Research of Penn State (f) Education of Penn State

(g) Research of Purdue (h) Education of Purdue

(i) Research of Yale (j) Education of Yale

(k) Research of Yale (l) Education of Yale

Figure 1. SHAP Analyses on Per Unit Costs of Research and Education in Example Schools
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(a) Distribution of AIC in Research (Citations)
(b) Simulated AIC Curve of Research (Citations) for Example
Schools

(c) Simulated AIC Curve of Research (Citations) by Selectivity
Tiers

(d) Complementarity between Undergraduate Education and
Research
(Citations)

Figure 2. Core Results based on Citation Counts as the Research Output
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(a) AIC curve of Research (b) AIC curve of Education

(c) Complementarity

Figure 3. Results with 2-year Aggregation.
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(a) AIC curve of Research (b) AIC curve of Education

(c) Complementarity

Figure 4. Results with 4-year Aggregation.
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